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Overview

Training set: balanced
Validation set: balanced
Test set: balanced

Training set: long-tailed
Validation set: long-tailed
Test set: balanced

We investigate the problem of calibration under long-tailed distribution.



Background

Calibration:
If the Eq.1 is satisfied, the model is called perfect calibrated 

Temperature scaling[1]:

[1] ChuanGuo, GeoffPleiss, YuSun, and Kilian Q Weinberger. On calibration of modern neural networks. In International conference on machine learning 2017

Validation set and test set should be in the same distribution.
Not satisfied long-tailed calibration.

For example,  20% of all predictions with a 
confidence score of 80% should be false. 



Importance weight

Importance weight-based method
Source distribution 𝑝(𝑥) and target distribution 𝑞(𝑥)

If we know the probability of each sample in the source distribution (long-tailed distribution), and in the target distribution 
(balanced distribution), we can achieve long-tailed calibration.

Q：how to acquire the probability under the target distribution?
Our method: Utilize the knowledge from head class to estimate importance weight 𝑤(𝑥)



Long-tailed calibration

Five steps to realize calibration
step1: Estimate the feature distribution of each class.
step2: Calculate attentions between head and tail classes.

step3: Estimate the calibrated probability function.

step4: Estimate the importance weight

step5: Learn the temperature with the importance weights.



Experiments

• CIFAR-10-LT
– Original CIFAR-10
– CIFAR-10.1
– CIFAR-10.1-C
– CIFAR-F

• MNIST-LT
– Original MNIST
– SVHN
– USPS
– Digital-S
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• CIFAR-100-LT
– Original CIFAR-100

• ImageNet-LT
– Balanced Test set

We constitute the long-tailed training set, validation set and balnced 
Test set to verify our method. 



Experiments

• CIFAR-10-LT results
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• MNIST-LT results

• CIFAR-100-LT results

• ImageNet-LT results



Experiments

• Visualization of the attention map
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• Ablation of the hyper-parameter λ

• Visualization of the distribution of 𝑤(𝑥)

• Ablation study of the different transferring strategies



Conclusion

• Our contribution:
– We explore the problem of calibration under long-tailed distribution, which has important practical implications but

is rarely studied. We apply the importance weight strategy to enhance the estimation of tail classes for more
accurate calibration.

– We propose an importance weight estimation method by viewing distributions of head classes as prior for
distributions of tail classes. For each tail class, our method estimates its probability density function from the
distribution calibrated by head classes and calculates the importance weight to realize balanced calibration.

– We conduct extensive experiments on the CIFAR-10-LT, CIFAR-100-LT , MNIST- LT, ImageNet-LT datasets and
the results demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
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